LibreOffice New Help
Help pages

• CSS+JS+XSLT demo
  – Debug
  – CSS (icons, layout)
  – JS (copy, search index)
CSS-only selectors for Module, Language and Contents
CSS-only tooltip on hover + Javascript to copy example to clipboard

JS-only search for keywords + Pagination of results
CSS-only icon enlargement on hover

SVG icons improve quality in Help pages
Video and audio are now possible in help pages (online version).

Collateral files are example files that illustrates the concept of the feature or “do by example”.

Pivot charts track the changes in the data range accordingly.

Open file with example:

Related Topics
Creating Pivot Charts
Editing Pivot Charts
A global search for local/offline

- Today we have Google temporarily
- Target candidate: Elastic Search (online)
More screenshots in help pages

- With l10n support
More collateral files

• With l10n support
Accessibility

- Example (W3C):
  - “(ARIA6) provide a label for objects that can be read by assistive technology. The aria-label attribute provides the text label for an object, such as a button. When a screen reader encounters the object, the aria-label text is read so that the user will know what it is.”

- Will demand for a in-depth review of Help pages
- Can be carried by volunteers under TDF coordination
- Very small development to implement with web technology in our New Help
Thank You.